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JOIN THE ADVENTURE!
Calgary, AB - The Canadian Energy Executive Association (CEEA) brings
together senior stakeholders focused on progressing the Canadian energy
industry. We believe our nation’s greatest successes are secured through strategic
partnerships. For CEEA, the fabric of true accomplishment is woven through
collaboration of producers, service providers, indigenous communities, policymakers, academia, investors, and everyday Canadian citizens. Our industry is
vital to improving the standard of living for every Canadian.
Our Mission (which we have chosen to accept!) is to connect top-tier executives in the Canadian Energy Industry, promoting
its renaissance and a vibrant future, while making a meaningful contribution to the community and environment.

Message from our Chairs
We are thrilled and privileged to be chairing the 71st Canadian Energy Executive
Association, formerly known as the “Oilmen’s”. As our not for profit organization
now enters its 8th decade, we are proud of our history of networking, advocacy for
the Canadian Energy Industry, and giving back to our community.
The relationships we have built are great for business, but also socially – life-long
friendships are formed at CEEA between members and their partners. Our signature
events continue to be our Spring Charity Gala (April 9th, 2022 at the Downtown
Steve and Jenn Major
Calgary Westin Hotel) and our Energy Business Forum and Oilmen’s Golf Tournament
Chairs of the 71st Canadian Energy Ex(August 24 – 27, 2022 at the Fairmont Banﬀ Springs) for serious golfers chasing a
ecutive Association
coveted Red Jacket or “Rec Golfers” just looking for some fun. However this year
also marks our inaugural Winter Wonderland Weekend (February 25-26, 2022 at the Kananaskis Pomeroy Lodge) – come
ski, snow shoe, dog sled, and/or Nordic spa with us.)
Our advocacy eﬀorts have helped move the needle in helping to inform and educate our fellow Canadians that Canadian
Energy is the best in the world on Environmental, Social, and Governance metrics, that using Canadian supply and
encouraging Clean Technology is the best way to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions, and that meaningful Indigenous
participation is the best way to help our Indigenous communities escape poverty and enjoy the same standard of living as
other Canadians enjoy. This year marks our first year of National Engagement, where we look to take our positive message
“on the road” to Central and Eastern Canada.
Finally, we have surpassed over half a million dollars in community giving from our membership and are proud to help the
communities around us where we live and play. We give back because the Industry has been good to us, and it is the right
thing to do to help others in need.
CEEA ‘71 is all about the renaissance of our Canadian Energy Industry – we are optimistic about its vibrancy and positive
contribution to the economy and environment, which are not mutually exclusive.
Our CEEA’71 theme is Mission:Possible. Join our adventure! With your help, WE CAN DO IT!
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Oil & Gas Beyond Boomers
Content provided by Darrell Stonehouse of the DOB.

Canada’s oil and gas industry is well positioned to supply
the world with secure, aﬀordable, low-carbon energy, panel
members at the Canadian Energy Executive Association’s
(CEEA) annual Oil & Gas Beyond Boomers conference
in Calgary told a packed house at the Calgary Petroleum
Club. But winning the race to a net-zero future will require
a monumental eﬀort to shift thinking within and outside the
industry, to collaborate on innovation to drive technology
into the field, and to ultimately create a new narrative
around energy and the environment in Canada
According to Ellis Ross, a British Columbia MLA “We’re
not starting from scratch,” said Ross, pointing out both
B.C. and Canada have some of the highest environmental
standards for project development in the world. While the
standards represent a floor to build upon and not a ceiling
that has been reached, Ross said, “the floor is pretty high.”

From left to right - Alison Cretney, Cliﬀton Cross, Todd Hirsh, Rebecca
DeMott, Moderator: Michael Binnion

How the Canadian energy industry thinks about itself can impact how the outside world views it, and prevent it from
adapting to changing circumstances, said Todd Hirsch, vice-president and chief economist at ATB Financial. To break out
of the existing, often negative, narrative surrounding oil and gas and the environment, Hirsch suggested oil and gas leaders
focus on unleashing the creativity of its workforce to challenge the old way of doing business and to take advantage of new
opportunities in emerging energy systems. “It’s commonsense that it can’t be one solution. It has to be all the solutions
together,” said Hirsch. “We have to focus on all — carbon capture, renewables, hydrogen, bitumen-beyond-combustion —
all at the same time and quickly. We don’t have the luxury to discount any of these options.”

“[Alber a] needs to act fast. We need a whole suite of solutions” Cret ey
Rebecca DeMott, a GHG engineer, Regulatory Aﬀairs, for Canadian Natural Resources Limited, agreed adding energy
eﬃciency, electrification and direct air carbon capture to the list. In her work with the Oil Sands Pathways to Net Zero alliance, DeMott sees carbon capture and storage as a way “to keep Canada’s oil and gas industry competitive and sustainable”
providing opportunities for other developments like blue hydrogen that will require capture and storage in the future.
Alison Cretney, managing director of the Energy Futures Lab, The Natural Step Canada, said while achieving net zero in
oil and gas production through technologies like carbon capture is important, it is only part of the story. Over 80 per cent
of emissions come from consumption, and those emissions need to be addressed as well. “There’s a lot of attention on
production and operations,” she said. “But the industry needs to win the bigger race. Alberta has strategic advantages,” she
said, pointing out it already has operating commercial hydrogen production and carbon capture and storage facilities, and it
is working on carbon-based products and producing byproducts such as lithium or vanadium from oil and gas production.
“But [Alberta] needs to act fast. We need a whole suite of solutions,” she added. “It’s not oil and gas versus renewables. We
need a lot of winners.”
Continues (over)
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Oil & Gas Beyond Boomers

(cont)

First Nations communities can play a lead role in building on Canada’s oil and gas legacy to win the race to net zero, said
Cliﬀton Cross, a Frog Lake First Nations council member. The Frog Lake First Nations has been working with educational
institutions on a variety of technologies to drive future economic growth while driving down emissions. It has developed a
plan it calls LEAP (Legacy Energy, Alternative Power) to capture these opportunities. The plan includes the development of
a hydrogen hub, carbon capture facilities, and unique renewable developments like vertical wind generation.
Working collaboratively on technological or process solutions to win the race to net zero is one thing, getting governments
and the public on side to support the eﬀort is another issue entirely, said Michael Binnion, president of Questerre Energy
Corporation and moderator for the Oil & Gas Beyond Boomers panel discussion. MLA Ross says there needs to be a change
in governments’ understanding of energy choices. He is concerned recent comments by the B.C. government on future LNG
development could shut down the sector. Other countries like Venezuela that let politics or ideology rather than facts direct
energy development choices have suﬀered severely.

“Now is the time for leadership, not politics and ideolog .” Ross
There are also questions around what the new narrative around oil and gas and net zero should focus on and who is best
positioned to deliver industry’s message. During roundtable discussions between industry executives and future leaders following the panelist presentations there was debate on both issues. Most groups said the energy transition was inevitable and
industry needs to position itself as a solution to climate issues like emissions across the global economy. “The oil and gas
industry is never going to be a trusted messenger on this topic,” said one table. “We need governments, First Nations and
other interests to showcase technology on our behalf.” “We need new perspectives,” said another group. “CEOs have been
the mouthpiece but we need to hear from everyone else. We need to get out of our media echo chamber. We need to talk to
family and friends. It can’t be us against them. And we need action.”
The CEEA’s annual Beyond Boomers event brings together young professionals, senior executives, Indigenous groups and
other stakeholders to challenge mindsets and build alignment around key issues facing the industry. Partners in this year’s
event included: Young Women in Energy; Calgary Petroleum Club Young Professionals; Canadian Heavy Oil Association-Developing Professionals; Canadian Society of Exploration Geophysicists Emerging Professionals Program;
Young Professionals in Energy; World Petroleum Congress Future Leaders; Society of Petroleum Engineers Young
Professionals-Calgary Section; and Modern Miracle Network.
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CEEA’s National Engagement
Our inaugural National Engagement Canadian Energy
Seminars took place virtually on March 14th (University
of Toronto), March 16th (Bishop’s University) and March
31st (University of Concordia in Edmonton).
These events addressed how the Canadian energy industry is stepping up to the challenge of being the most
responsible, technically advanced, and environmentally
focused energy provider on the planet. Leading industry
influencers shared how emerging technologies developed
by the Canadian energy sector are reducing carbon emissions, capturing carbon and transitioning to cleaner hydrocarbon production, how Indigenous communities are
keen to support sustainable resource development with
meaningful partnering, and why divestment from Canadian energy is miscalculated.

CEEA Emcee - Stephen Buﬀalo

The visits were organized by our CEEA ‘71 Governor - National Engagement Al Huehn. Panels included:
Convergence Technologies
Moderators:
Danielle Smith - Alberta Enterprise Group;
Greg Fagnan - CEO, Blue Marvel
Panelists:
Heidi McKillop - SecondStreet.org
Natalie Giglio - Carbon Upcycling Technologies
Ryan Bourns - Carbon Upcycling Technologies
Michael Binnion - President & CEO, Questerre

Canadian Energy is the Key to our Future Economy - So, Lean In!
Moderator:
Steven L. Major - Partner, Bennett Jones &
Chair, Canadian Energy Executive Association ‘71
Panelists:
Dr. William McNally - Professor, Wilfrid Laurier University
Lynn Exner - COO, Canada Action Coalition
Dr. David Detomasi - Assoc Professor & Distinguished Faculty
Fellow, Smith School of Business, Queen’s University

Indigenous Communities & the Canadian Energy Sector
Moderators: Stephen Buﬀalo - President & CEO, Indian Resource Council of Canada;
Steven Saddleback - Director National Energy Business Centre of Excellence at Indian Resource Council of Canada
Panelists:
Chris Sankey - Nation Origination Ventures Group Inc.
Chief Greg Desjarlais - Chief, Frog Lake First Nation
Chief Judy Desjarlais - Chief, Blueberry River First Nation;
Malcolm Macpherson - Partner, Clark Wilson LLP
Ellis Ross - MLA, Skeena; Former Chief Haisla Nation

NAPE Summit 2022

From February 8-11th, approximately 16 of our Governors, Partners, Sponsors and Past Chairs attended the North American Petroleum Exposition (“NAPE”) in Houston to learn more about the current state of the North American Energy
Industry adn to network/recruit our southern neighbours to come visit and do business with us North of the border. Our
Governor of U.S. Recruitment Robert Norton also lead the way organizing our inaugural CEEA ‘71 “Truck Yard Cocktail
Reception” enjoyed by roughly 40 attendees.
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CEEA gives back

CEEA and its Board of Governors are actively involved, through donations of both time and financial resources, with a large
number of charitable endeavors in the communities where we live and work. With over $763,000 in total donations, CEEA
is making a lasting imprint on local Charities!

The Alzheimer Society of Calgary (Alzheimer Calgary) has been supporting persons with dementia, their families, and
caregivers for over 40 years. As a leader in our community, we strive to ensure people with dementia, their families, and
caregivers have access to high-quality education, care, and support throughout their journey.
For many families, a dementia diagnosis can be scary and overwhelming. It changes a family forever – stories of fear, stress,
anxiety, and struggle are common amongst families facing a diagnosis. But so are stories of perseverance and hope.
As an integral part of the dementia care landscape in Calgary and with expertise in person-centered dementia care, Alzheimer Calgary is a one-stop resource for the best tools, tips, and guidance for families facing a journey with dementia. With
just one call, families can access a menu of local supports.
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Governor’s Charity Ball

On April 9th, an ebullient crowd welcomed the return of the CEEA Governor’s Charity Ball, held at the Westin
Hotel (Calgary). Attendees sparkled in their black tie attire while enjoying the evening’s festivities that included
a fabulous dinner, a lively charity auction, and dancing the night away to the All Star Band featuring Mick
Dalla-Vee (of BTO fame).
A huge THANK YOU!
to the generosity of our
membership:
The evening generated
over $85,000
in donations to the
Alzheimer’s Society!
Elevate Auctions amped up the energy in the live
auction

Governor & Emcee
Stephen Buﬀalo

John & Lana Geddes

CEEA ‘71 Chair Steve Major had the
pleasure of announcing that this year’s
recipient of the Canadian Energy Executive of the Year award is John Geddes.
The Canadian Energy Executive of the
Year is a Lifetime Achievement Award.
Each year, the Board of Governors select
an individual who has supported CEEA’s
mission throughout their career: connecting top-tier executives in the Canadian
Energy Industry, promoting its renaissance and a vibrant future, while making a
meaningful contribution to the community
and environment.
Formal presentation of the award will take
place at the CEEA Energy Business Forum
dinner on Thursday, August 24th at the
beautiful Fairmont Banﬀ Springs.

CEEA ‘71 Chair Steve Major
delivering mystery & intrigue.
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EBF Mid-year Update

Mission: Possible
Leading the Energy Transformation

From left to right: Moderator, Michael Binnion; Panelists Dr Tammy Nemeth, Heather Exner
Pirot, Dr Ron Wallace

Former Mayor of Calgary, Al Duerr, kicked oﬀ our Mid-year update with a call to action for the Canadian energy industry:
to embrace the concept of ‘diﬀerentiated oil’ and demand Canada be the global leader. Duerr emphasized the need to bring
Canada together (all levels of government and industry) to develop a Canadian Energy Strategy - one that is lead by industry.
He sees Canada starting from a much higher regulatory standard than other producing jurisdictions and that “incredible
innovation is already happening” which is the tip of the iceberg on the “massive opportunity in the development of new
technologies.” Creating a market driven by international standards and regulations that provide for real measurement would
provide Canada with the platform it needs to be a global leader.
Mr. Duerr knows all too well that consensus is diﬃcult to achieve. He challenged the Canadian energy industry to start the
discussion, to get more engaged on a global scale to change the perception that Canadian energy is regional, not international, and to embrace energy transformation rather than fear it.

“It’s not about a t ansition oﬀ of oil & gas, it’s about a t ansition oﬀ of emissions.” Krauser
On the first panel, Neil Vande Bunte of Startup TNT explained that Alberta has an incredibly large portion of the clean tech
innovation that is happening in Canada, and the oil and gas industry is by far the largest investor. Kevin Krausert, CEO &
Co-Founder of Avatar Innovations sees repurposing existing oil and gas infrastructure as the cheapest and fastest way to get
to Net Zero. Both TNT and Avatar are investing in energy innovators. Since breakthrough innovation doesn’t fit well within
large, traditional corporations, Avatar is trying to provide a sandbox for these to play in. Krausert’s advice to the Canadian
energy industry was pointed: “Stop talking about how safe our pipelines are - no one is listening. Change the story. Oil and
gas is doing something to solve the biggest challenge of our time.”
The theme continued in the second panel of thought leaders who addressed ‘putting Security into ESG’. “There isn’t a better
place to be in the world right now than Alberta,” reflected Heather Exner Pirot of the MacDonald-Laurier Institute, in terms
of the opportunity to step into the void of Russia’s spiraling oil and gas industry. Dr Ron Wallace of the Canadian Global
Aﬀairs institute explained how energy policies in Europe have led to politically destablized economies, and that a huge gap
exists between expectations (policy making) and the ability to execute in our own Federal Government. Dr Tammy Nemeth
agreed there must be a global agreement, and that should start with the creation of a working group on energy security metrics to establish metrics to be adopted and enforced globally.
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Meet our Board

Chair Couple: Steve & Jenn Major
Director, Marketing & Sales: Trevor & Karen Conway
Co-chair Couple: Brent & Allison Quinton
Director, Recruiting: Brian & Dijana Hamm
Past-chair Couple: John Cooper & Kathy Bowden
Director, Event Services & Evening of Champions:
Toni & Allan Saville
Treasurer: Kevin & Joanna O’Brien
Director, Golfing & Events: Rich Waller & Jane McCaig
Director, EBF & Advocacy: Michael & Maria Binnion

Governor, Contributions: Myles & Kim Bosman
Governor, Master of Ceremonies: Stephen & Colleen Buﬀalo
Governor, Communications: Joleen & Mike Burnett
Governor, Canadian Recruitment: Nico & Zelda Duursema
Governor, Social Media: Greg & Tanya Fagnan
Governor, Food & Beverage: Dan & Jessilyn Forigo
Governor, Wagering & Challenges: Alex & Layne Fulthorpe
Governor, Conference & National Engagement: Al & Trish Huehn
Governor, Registration: Perry Jasson & Larisa Golovatskaya
Governor, ESG & Indigenous Engagement: Jauvonne Kitto
Governor, Special Events & Winter Wonderland: Ashley & Christie Leroux
Governor, Entertainment: Chantal MacKenzie & Ryan Smith
Governor, Partners Golf & Putting Contest: Stephen Mason & Wendy Shaw-Mason
Governor, Recruiting - Alumni: Doug & Karen McNeill
Governor, US & International Recruiting: Robert & Cathryn Norton
Governor, Hotel Reservations & Registration: Mark O’Byrne & Jacqueline Lee Kram
Governor, Transportation & Logistics: Richard & Darlene Piche
Governor, Theme Support: Kasha & Dean Piquette
Governor, Golf, Golf Services, Format, Scoring: Wade & Mikki Sparks
Governor, Newcomers & Volunteers: Gary & Kathryn Summach
Governor, Community Funding: Kimberley Van Vliet & Kevin Wong
Governor, Conference Services: Pat & Michelle Ward
Governor, Recruiting - Central/North Alberta: Patrick & Tanja Wigmore
Governor, Awards - Procurement: Mike Woodford & Lily Arbabi
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Our Marquee Events!

Executive Business Forum (EBF) & The
Canadian Energy Executive of the Year
Award Dinner
August 25, 2022
Fairmont Banﬀ Springs
A one-of-a-kind event at a one-of-a-kind location.
Our 11th EBF will provide insight like never before.
In previous years, CEEA has brought in several keynote speakers such as Gary Mar, Jason Kenney, Paul
Martin, Jean Charest, Gary Duer, and Conrad Black
... this year will be no diﬀerent.
Last year the Canadian Energy Executive of the Year
Award was presented to Al Markin, co-founder Canadian Natural Resources Ltd. The award is presented
on behalf of our Board and serves as recognition for
outstanding achievement in the Canadian Energy Industry and for having a broad positive impact on Canadians. For the 71st year, and as part of the EBF,
we will host a ‘culinary masterpiece’ tribute dinner
immediately following the conference for this year’s
award recipient.

71st Oilmen’s Golf Tournament & Networking Weekend
August 26- 27. 2022
Fairmont Banﬀ Springs
The pinnacle of our Association’s events. Food, wine,
friends, golf, and special events dominate a distinct networking weekend.
Our Oilmen’s golf tournament is the longest-running
amateur golf tournament in the world. You can choose
to be as competitive (or not) as you wish over a two-day
match-play format. We close oﬀ the Stanley Thompson
Championship golf course for the entire weekend and
oﬀer an “inside the ropes” experience, complete with
live scoring, wagering fun, handicapped flights, and extremely prestigious awards; including the infamous RedJacket.

Our networking weekend is an all-inclusive experience
that targets Executives and their Partners. Special events
run throughout each day. Past years have included a
master-chocolatier class put on by Bernard Calbeaux,
yoga (via helicopter) on the top of a mountain, via-ferRound-trip coach transportation, from Calgary to
reta excursions to Mt. Norquay, mixology classes, and
Banﬀ, will be provided for EBF conference attendsummer-olympic style fun competitions.
ees. For those who are interested, consider staying
overnight to continue networking and play a round In addition, don’t miss out on Friday’s Costume Party,
with fellow colleagues on the Stanley Thompson and Saturday’s Evening of Champions dinner and award
Championship Golf Course the next day.
presentations.
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Thank you so much!

Calgary, AB - Executing our Mission is
supported by our sponsors. Without the
generosity and commitment of dedicated
organizations, many of whom pledge to
support our organization over a 3 or more
year term, our high-quality networking
events would not be possible. Thank You!
CEEA Sponsors are thrust into a large
group of Canadian Energy Industry stakeholders. Whether its Owner/Operators,
Service Providers, Indigenous Communities, Policy-Makers, Academia, or Investors, the opportunities to showcase your
brand is significant. When you become a
CEEA Sponsor, an extension of our Association, your company is entitled to several direct and indirect benefits.
Marketing: at our exclusive events, in
our corporate directory, on our website,
and through our social media network
Networking at premier functions: Speaker Series, Mid-Year Update, Charity Ball,
VIP Receptions & Dinners, Business Forums
Social & Competitive Activities in
unique & intimate settings: Partner and
Golf events* (the oldest amateur golf
tournament in the world)

Our Next Event:
On June 23, 2022 we will be hosting our annual Four-Horse Cup Member/Guest Golf Tournament at Silver
Springs Golf & Country Club. This event is an opportunity for Members of the Board and Past Chairs to host
Executive Stakeholders in the energy industry, introduce them to our organization while competing for the
prestigious “Four-Horse Cup”.
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Can we tempt you?

Calgary, AB - Food distinguishes our CEEA events. We go
above and beyond the status quo by working alongside executive chefs to create unique combinations and mouth-watering
presentations. Chefs spend time exploring diverse cuisines
across the world, and demonstrate their passion through menus made for kings and queens. Whether its yellowfin, squid
ink, wagyu, or smoked fennel, each and every course is designed to exhibit an extensive expose of culinary delights.
With a mixture of family-style and a-la-carte traditions, we
believe food is a conversation starter and an excellent way to
spark new personal and business relationships.

Calgary, AB - “Wine is one of the most agreeable and essential ingredients of life.” - Julia Child.
At CEEA, we take wine quite seriously. In fact, so seriously
that one of the most prestigious Board positions is “Food
& Beverage.” Over the years, we’ve crafted entire evenings around this essential ingredient - meticulously crafting and sampling with Calgary’s finest sommeliers. Pairing
not quite what you were looking for? No problem! We go
one step further. A Wine Store is available at each marquee
event that oﬀers a selection of red & white a few degrees of
separation away, yet still matched to enhance all five basic
tastes.
Calgary, AB - CEEA strives to provide the best mix of professional and social experience for you and your partner.
More often than not, our Newcomers consistently reassure us
that one of our core values, inclusion, is always on display.
Our event design process looks at three elements of the experience; for you, for your partner, and for the two of you.
We’ve solicited feedback and learned that ‘how we oﬀer’ is
what makes us unique. For example, in Banﬀ, we plan over
a dozen events throughout the weekend. From mindfulness
to dessert-making classes, from mountain-top yoga to golfing, from small but competitive athletics to hot-shaves, and
from mixology to ballroom dancing, CEEA oﬀers a little of
everything.
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Want to learn more?

We want to hear from you. Visit us on our active platforms:
Web -- energyexecutive.org
LinkedIn -- linkedin.com/company/canadian-energy-executive-association/

General Inquiries
-- email us -communications@energyexecutive.org

